CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE
Albuquerque Police Department
Policy and Procedure Unit (P&P)

Agenda No. 21-14

DATE: August 25, 2021
TIME: 13:00-15:00
LOCATION: Zoom Web Conference

P&P Meeting Presentations:

1. SOP 1-16 (Formerly 5-11) Auto Theft Unit
   ❖ Presented by Lt. Aaron Jones

2. SOP 1-19 Shield Unit
   ❖ Presented by Sgt. Andrew Wickline

3. SOP 1-39 (Formerly 6-4) DWI Unit
   ❖ Presented by Sgt. Christopher Rody

4. SOP 1-62 Internal Affairs Professional Standards Division
   ❖ Presented by Commander Cottrell

5. SOP 2-4 Use of Respirators
   ❖ Presented by Frank Galanis

6. SOP 2-79 Law Enforcement Assisted Diversion (LEAD) Program
   ❖ Presented by Sgt. Charles Crook

7. SOP 2-85 Certificate for Evaluation
   ❖ Presented by Lt. Matthew Dietzel

8. SOP 3-32 Employee Work Plan/Performance Evaluations
   ❖ Presented by Lt. Jeffrey Barnard